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CAUTION: Read all instructions. Save these instructions.
• Do not install any Luminaire closer than six inches from any curtain or similar combustible material.
• Do not install this system in a damp or wet location.
• Turn off lectrical power before modifying the lighting system in any way.
• Ensure all connections are tight. Loose connections can cause overheating, arcing and a potential fire risk.
• Use only as described in these Tegan Lighting Installation Instructions.
• Luminaires may be extremely hot, allow to cool before touching.
• For proper installation, have a qualified electrician install this product.
• This Luminaire must be wired and grounded in accordance standard accepted electrical installation practices, local codes, and

ordinances.
• Wire supply connections must be made with U.L. or comparible testing agency-approved connectors.
• Regular cleaning of these products is important. Switch off t main supply and allow to cool before touching. Clean fittings with a soft

damp cloth and allow to dry before reconnecting power supply. Prevent dust from accumulating on finned heatsinks for long life.
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(For SS Assembly) Cut stem to length.
6’ STEMS ship loose with stem (“SS”) 
orders and are cut in the field as needed. 
Stems help support the weight of 
shade(s).

1.

2.

Based on the desired overall height of 
the luminaire, calculate cutting length of 
STEM. 2” of stem is required to grip the 
stem. Using a CHOP-SAW with 
aluminum-cutting blade or a HACK-SAW, 
cut the NON-THREADED end to the 
correct size.

3. Debur the cut ends with a file.

THREADED END

STEM

VISIBLE  
LENGTH 
PLUS 2”

 CUT NON-
THREADED END

HACK-SAW

CHOP-SAW
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MKA
Shade Integral Drivers
(shade will vary)
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FIXTURE STEM (SS) ASSEMBLY (SKIP 
FOR CABLE)
1. Loosen SHADE COLLAR SCREWS to
detach KORE MODULES and enclosure
from shade if connected.
2. Cut FIXTURE WIRING to length + 8”. Strip

cord to expose conductors.
3. Slip FIXTURE WIRING up the STEM
4. With supplied M12 NUT and JAMNUT,

secure stem threaded end into the SHADE
DRIVER PLATE. Use Threadlocker.

5. Pass STEM through SHADE COVER
DISC, the CANOPY BACK (and face and
retainer). Tighten the two screws so the
STEM is securely gripped by the the two
part swivel. (see step 3 for clarity)

FIXTURE CABLE (SJ) ASSEMBLY
1. Cut SJ CORD to length + 8”. Strip cord

to expose conductors.  Thread into
the CANOPY FACE and CANOPY
BACK. Tie KNOT behind CANOPY
BACK.

2. Thread AIRCRAFT CABLE through
CABLE FACE, CABLE COUPLER,
through SHADE COVER DISC, and
into CABLE GRIPPERS. Excess can be
cut off under DRIVER COVER if
necessary.

3. Add clear ties to affix SJ CORD
against AIRCRAFT CABLE as needed.
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STEM

 AIRCRAFT CABLE

STEM COLLAR

SJ CORD & KNOT

CANOPY BACK and face & retainer

CANOPY BACK and FACE 
CANOPY BACK

CANOPY FACE

SHADE COLLAR SCREWS

SHADE COLLAR SCREWS

DRIVERS
KORE 

MODULES

DRIVER COVER 
KORE 

MODULES

SHADE DRIVER PLATE

SHADE DRIVER 

PLATE CABLE 

GRIPPERS

M12 JAM NUT AND NUT

CABLE COUPLER  

AIRCRAFT CABLE

SHADE COVER DISC

SHADE COVER 
DISC COVER NUT
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SHADE 
1.

2.

Lock the SAFETY WIRE into the cutout 
on the DRIVER PLATE.
Slip SHADE COLLAR SCREWS into 
openings in DRIVER PLATE. Rotate 
DRIVER PLATE until the screws are in the 
slots. Tighten COLLAR SCREWS.

3. Let SHADE COVER DISC rest on back of
the DRIVER PLATE.

4. Install top lens if applicable.
5. No Shade Collar or Shade Cover Disc

required for BUZZISHADES. See
following page for BUZZISHADE
installation.

4

SAFETY WIRE

SHADE  COLLAR SCREWS

SHADE COVER 
DISC SHADE 
DRIVER PLATE

Driver Connections 
1.

2.

Make electrical connections with rated 
wire nuts or similar.
Use screws to affix canopy back to 
installed Junction box. Junction box must 
be rated for 159 lbs and tied to building 
structure. Replace screws with longer 
threaded rod or lag bolts to connect to 
blocking if required.

3. For STEM: Use CANOPY RETAINER to
affix CANOPY FACE to CANOPY BACK.
For SJ CORD + AIRCRAFT CABLE: Use
CABLE COUPLERS to affix CANOPY FACE
TO CANOPY BACK.

4. Test by applying building power. Test
DIM-MING if applicable.
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BUILDING WIRING

RATED JUNCTION BOX

CANOPY FACE

CANOPY RETAINER

STEM

STEM COLLAR

FIXTURE WIRING

INPUT: HOT

INPUT: NEUTRAL

INPUT: GROUND

INPUT: DIM PURPLE*

INPUT: DIM GREY*

*optional, may vary

BLACK  

WHITE

BARE/GREEN

PURPLE

GREY
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MOZ SLOT
1. UNPACKING: Take care not to scratch

shades. Leave them in their packaging
until final installation

2. INSTALLATION: Shades come with blue
or clear protective peel coat which must
remain on shade until final installation

3. MAINTENANCE: Use a damp, soft cloth
with mild, non-abrasive soap and water.
Do not treat with harsh chemicals,
compounds or solvents which will
dissolve the coating on the shade.

MOZ WEAVE
1. UNPACKING: Take care not to scratch

shades. Leave them in their packaging
until final installation

2. INSTALLATION: Shades come with blue
or clear protective peel coat which must
remain on shade until final installation
Individual bands of metal may shift
during shipment or handling- they may
be carefully replaced into their original
position.

3. MAINTENANCE: Use a damp, soft cloth
with mild, non-abrasive soap and water.

ZIA
1. UNPACKING: Take care not to pull on

rattan fibers
2. INSTALLATION: Handle by metal collar.
3. MAINTENANCE: For best cleaning results

remove dust with a clean, soft upholstery
brush and/or wand. DO NOT treat with
harsh chemicals; it may damage finish

NOOR
1. UNPACKING: Take care not tear or scratch

fabric.
2. INSTALLATION: Handle by metal collar.

Align with other shades by adjusting Hub.
3. MAINTENANCE: In most cases, shade can

be cleaned with a mild soap and water
solution. For health care installations it
also can be cleaned with a 4:1 bleach
solution. Refer to specific specificati
sheet @ http://www.teganlighting.com/
images/PDFs/specsheets/noor%20
shades%20-%20silica.pdf for more
details.

MOZ SLOT

MOZ WEAVE

ZIA

HUB DISTANCE: 3/8”

HUB DISTANCE: 3/8”

HUB DISTANCE: 3/8”

NOOR

HUB DISTANCE: 3/8”
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BUZZISHADE M,  L and BUZZISQUARE M 
sizes only

1. UNPACKING: Take care not tear or
scratch fabric.

2. INSTALLATION: Shade is suspended
independently from the Multi-Kore LED.

a. Contractor to install shade to a reinforced
ceiling to support the shade weight.

b. Hole (A) in shade fitting must be drille out
to 5/8” (12.7mm) Dia. to allow clearance of
Kore LED stem.

c. Once location of Multi-Kore LED Pendant
is determined, install (2) BUZZISHADE
cable stoppers to ceiling (ceiling screws
not included; mounting hardware by
others). Thread size of cable stoppers: 1/4
@ 28 tpi.

d. Attach BUZZISHADE to ceiling cables with
hardware provided. Adjust to desired
overall height by pulling cables through
cable stoppers at ceiling. Trim excess
cable with wire cutter.

e. Install Multi-Kore LED Pendant through
BUZZISHADE as described in Multi-Kore
Instructions above.

. Optional Frosted Acrylic Diffuser
Insert diffuser suspension cables int 
grippers near the hub. When visible, pull 
the cables from the rear (top) until the 
diffuser is almost touching the shade. 
Leave a small 1/2” gap for ventilation. Cut 
or coil up excess cable.

. MAINTENANCE: Vacuum regularly
to keep clean. Do not wash. Do not 
remove fabric from frame. Treat stains 
immediately; professorial dry cleaning or 
blot with a clean soft damp cloth and a 
PH neutral soap.

BUZZISHADE M & L

M6 thread. 
US version:
Threaded rod 
at 1/4 at 28tpi.
(mounting 
hardware by 
others).

Optional Frosted
Acrylic Diffuse

Multi-Kore Assembly 
Installation InstructionsMKA Quick Install Sheet

BUZZISQUARE Medium 

             BuzziShade Medium: 82 lbs. (4kg)
             BuzziShade Large: 17.64 lbs. (8kg)
             BuzziSquare Medium: 11.2 lbs. (5kg)
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BUZZISHADE XL and XXL Frame Assembly
1. UNPACKING: Take care not tear or

scratch fabric.
2  Assemble 3x Hanger Anchors using 3x 

screws provided. 
3. Attach 3x Hanger Anchors to frame with

6x screws provided.
4. Attach 3x frame sections using 12x (XL) or

15x (XXL) screws provided.
5. Place BUZZI Felt over shade frame.
If using optional floating lens
6. Attach 3x suspension plates under shade

frame below Hanger Anchor Base with 3x
screws provided.

BUZZISHADE XL and XXL Frame Assembly

2. 3.

4.

5.

A

6.

Detail of “A”

Suspension Plate

Multi-Kore Assembly 
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BUZZISHADE XL and XXL sizes only 
1. INSTALLATION: Shade is suspended
independently from the Multi-Kore LED.
a. Contractor to install Shade to a reinforced

ceiling to support the Shade weight.
             XL: 46.74 lbs. (16kg)
             XXL: 56.66 lbs (20kg)
b. Position Shade so the Multi-Kore LED

Pendant is centered within the Shade.
c. Once location of Multi-Kore LED Pendant

is determined, install (3) BUZZISHADE
cable stoppers to ceiling (ceiling screws
not included; mounting hardware by
others). Thread size of cable stoppers: 1/4
@ 28 tpi.

d. Attach BUZZISHADE to ceiling cables with
hardware provided. Adjust to desired
overall height by pulling cables through
cable stoppers at ceiling. Trim excess
cable with wire cutter.

e. Install Multi-Kore LED Pendant through
BUZZISHADE as described in Multi-Kore
Instructions above.

2. Optional Frosted Acrylic Diffuser
Insert diffuser suspension cables int
grippers near the hub. When visible, pull
the cables from the rear (top) until the
diffuser is almost touching the shad .
Leave a small 1/2” gap for ventilation. Cut
or coil up excess cable.

3. MAINTENANCE: Vacuum regularly
to keep clean. Do not wash. Do not
remove fabric from frame. Treat stains
immediately; professorial dry cleaning or
blot with a clean soft damp cloth and a
PH neutral soap.

BUZZISHADE XL & XXL

Optional Frosted
Acrylic Diffuse

M6 thread. 
US version:
Threaded rod 
at 1/4 at 28tpi.
(mounting 
hardware by 
others).

Multi-Kore Assembly 
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BUZZIJET S and M
1. UNPACKING: Take care not tear or scratch fabric.

INSTALLATION: Shade is suspended
independently from the Multi-Kore LED Pendant.
a. Contractor to install shade to a reinforced

ceiling to support the shade weight:
Small: 17.67 lbs (8kg)
Medium: 33 lbs (15Kg).

b. Once location of Multi-Kore LED Pendant is
determined, install (3) BUZZIJET cable stoppers
to ceiling (ceiling screws not included;
mounting hardware by others).
Thread size of cable stoppers: 1/4 @ 28tpi.

c. Attach BUZZIJET to ceiling cables with
hardware provided. Adjust to desired overall
height by pulling cables through cable stoppers
at ceiling. Trim excess cable with wire cutter.

d. Install Multi-Kore LED Pendant through
BUZZIJET as described in Multi-Kore
Instructions above.

Insert diffuser suspension cables int grippers
near the hub. When visible, pull the cables from 
the rear (top) to reach desired location. Cut or 
coil up excess cable.

BUZZIJET S and M
ceiling

cable 
stoppers

Optional Frosted
Acrylic Diffuse

M6 thread. 
US version:
Threaded rod 
at 1/4 at 28tpi.
(mounting 
hardware by 
others).

Multi-Kore Assembly 
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2. Frosted Diffuser

3. MAINTENANCE: Vacuum regularly to keep
clean. Do not wash. Do not remove fabric from
frame. Treat stains immediately; professorial dry
cleaning or blot with a clean soft damp cloth and a
PH neutral soap.
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